
EXPERIENCES CRETE 



CRETAN NATURE

DISCOVER THE BEAUTY AND UNIQUE DIVERSITY OF CRETE



The amazing gorge of Richtis is located in Lasithi Prefecture, on the north side, between Agios
Nikolaos and Sitia. The total length of the route is approximately 3 kilometers and the elevation
difference between the starting point and the beach is about 350 meters. Hiking in the gorge
takes three to four hours. The route continues in a lush landscape in the river, an amazing
scenery of East Crete. Platan, oleander and sage are numerous, and the smells of fresh herbs
change constantly. The highlight is, of course, the beautiful waterfall of over 20 meters form with
a small pond formed below it. The path finishes in the beautiful pebbly beach of Richtis. The
beach has enough tamarisk trees, with stone seats and tables around. Also, there is a stone
water fountain with water all year round.

Richtis Gorge



The birthplace of Zeus is located just 10 minutes walking-
distance from Psychro, in Lassithi Plateau, at an altitude of
1025m. The route to the cave is magnificent as the view to
the Lassithi Plateau is breathtaking. The cave, which has an
area of 2200 sq.m, is well lit and the paths in it come along a
well-designed path of 250m length.

Lasithi Plateau
Diktaean Cave



The cypress wood of Kritsa is formed across a deep ravine, at the
southern foot of Mount Tsiva. The forest is in the middle of the
ancient path that led Minoans to the plateau of Katharo, with many
Minoan pottery remains found here.
One of the rare forests of eastern Crete, the Kroustas Forest Park
was first systematically settled and intensively used by man about
four thousand years ago. In the older Minoan Palace period many
agricultural installations (pens, enclosure walls) and house
foundations were built with large blocks and are visible on the
surface until today.

Kritsa & Kroustas
Forest

HIGH MOUNTAINS



Visit our gardens and discover Mediterranean
and Cretan aromatic herbs learn their healing
properties, discover their aromas

Aromatic
Gardens



ART & CULTURE

FROM ANCIENT HISTORY TO MODERN ART



Palace of Knossos, the culture’s lair and center of Minoan
civilization. According to tradition, it was the seat of King
Minos and the capital of his state. The palace of Knossos is
associated with the exciting myths “the Labyrinth and the
Minotaur” and “Daedalus and Icarus”.

Long Live
the King



The island of Spinalonga is located in the Gulf of Elounda opposite the village of
Plaka.  Spinalonga is a magnificent island with fortresses dating from the
Venetian period. It is an island of legends and a triumph to survival in the early
20th century from the scourge of leperosy. It is a place of great archaeological
and historical significance, a source of inspiration for authors, film directors,
artists and musicians. Spinalonga is in the tentative list of UNESCO world
heritage sites.

The Island



Toplou Monastery is a vibrant convent of great spiritual radiance
from the 14th century onwards. This byzantine monastery is built
around a courtyard on three floors with ramparts, covering an area
of approximately 800 square meters. Discover the humble life of a
monk and explore the monastic tradition and local wine making.

a Monk’s Tale



The open-air art museum of Minos Beach art hotel hosts
the valuable collection of G&A Mamidakis foundation witch
is created over the years, containing monumental works of
leading Greek and foreign artists.

Art Walk



Put aside those memories of your dull and dusty school
days and prepare for a learning experience like no other.
Dive into the stories of creation, join the heroes Hercules,
Odysseus, Jason and Achilles on their adventures, thrill at
tales of deep-sea monsters and epic battles, and immerse
yourself in the tales of the gods

Mythology Class



AUTHENTIC CRETE

LIVE THE CRETAN EXPERIENCE



Cretan cuisine is among the healthiest diets in the world. Based on
authentic recipes and using fresh local ingredients our Chef will
take you on a unique journey of flavors and tradition. 
A fun and interactive cooking class were you will have the chance to
prepare and taste a full Cretan menu using authentic techniques.

Minoan Cooking



Vineyards have been cultivated in Crete for about 4,000 years. The native
varieties grown in Crete, combined with the modern methods of
viticulture make Cretan wines truly exceptional. The long tradition has
made the vine growing in Crete a part of its lifestyle. 
Discover the Cretan terroir and indigenous grapes through a private
wine tour to some of Crete’s most prestigious wineries and experience
tailor made wine tastings and food pairings.

Wine Tour



Cretans are a very distinctive people, with their own spirited music and
dances, remarkable cuisine and traditions. Proud, patriotic and fierce
yet famously hospitable, Cretans maintain a rich connection to their
culture. Exploring the Cretan villages you’ll meet Cretans speaking local
dialects, creating regional delicacies, and combining the old world with
the new. They always have a story to tell.

Meet the Locals



In the traditional village of Kritsa a group of women
have created a cooperative in order to maintain the
traditions of the village. Get the chance to scroll around
Kritsa’s small paths, meet the women and get involved
in their culinary and embroidery creations.

Woman in Action



INSPIRATED BY THE SEA

END TO END BLUE



Choose the day and the vessel and let the experienced
Captain to guide you through Mirabello bay. Either on a
full day or half day cruise, private or in group there are
plenty to discover. (options include catamaran, caique,
yaucht, sailing boat)

Sailing Trips



Also known as donkey island for the locals, the famous small
island of Chrysi is located south of Ierapetra. Accessible only by
ferry or a speed boat Chrysi is an exotic, uninhabited island of
outstanding natural beauty with a cedar forest of 35 hectares,
turquoise waters, shallow bays and countless shells. a half day
excursion to be remembered.

Chrysi Island



PADI certified Diving Centre is located on the grounds of the
hotel giving guests the opportunity to participate in the
Discover Dive sessions and enjoy diving in the tranquil waters
of the sea as they explore the seabed, the ancient remains,
the wrecks, the rocky slopes, the caverns, the walls and reefs
found in the region. The diving center also features a great
range of water sports activities for the more adventurous
guests including dinghy sailing, windsurfing, water-skiing,
donut and banana rides.

Underwater
Treasures



Rent a boat grab a map and explore the Mirabello bay. Follow
the specially designed sea routes and discover the
picturesque Mirabello coastline, undisclosed coves and
beaches. Find out were the famous pirate Barbarossa was
hiding his vessel before attacking and dive into crystal clear
waters.

Explore
 Mirabello bay



Spend an exciting day on the crystal-clear waters of Mirabello by joining
a fishing trip, discover the best fishing hot spots around. The joy of
finding a fish pulling on the end of your line is always an amazing
experience, no matter your age or your skill level, Yacht fishing trips In
Crete  are perfect for you, your family or friends.

Catch & Release



BLUE EXPERIENCES

SIGNATURE



Barefoot on our sandy beach or elegantly dressed at one of our
waterfront decks you can transform your special day to an
unforgettable experience Allow our experts to travel your senses with
tailored made options. Dinners may be further enhanced with live
music, fire pot and more.

Private Dining



Yannis Baxevanis, the well-known Executive Chef of bluegr
hotels and resorts, has been passionately working for many
years in making Cretan cuisine known to people from all
walks of life. As an award-winning Chef in Greece and abroad,
he has been renowned as Status Magazine’s Chef of the year,
and as the 2006 Global Gastronomy Academy’s Chef of the
Future. Years of practice and expertise has led him to receive
multiple awards in the scope of Greek cuisine. Chef Baxevanis
in turn welcome’s famous chefs that he met in his path
creating unique menus presented with passion.

Degustation
Dinners



Hop on a blue bike and of you go to discover
the region’s secret gems with the most
enjoyable mean of transport. Check out our
couples’ tandem bike. Don’t forget to grab a
map of cycling routes as you go.

Blue Bikes



ENVIRONMENTAL
ACTIVITIES

BECAUSE WE CARE



Recycling Program



Tree Planting



Support Local
Animal Shelters



Beach & Coast
Cleaning



www.minospalace.com


